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A guide

to choosing the 

RIGHT LIGHTS 

for your home



Hello! 

Happy Hanukkah! 

I am so excited to send you this short guide!

I hope it helps you on your journey to building your home in Israel.

Lighting is one of  the key elements that helps make your house a home. 

The proper lighting enables you to perform tasks easily, makes you feel 

safer and more comfortable, and allows you to enjoy your home at its full 

potential. Each room, however, has specific and unique general and accent 

lighting needs. 

In honor of  Hanukkah, here are some tips and ideas to consider when 

planning your lighting needs for each room in your home.

Here are some quick links to some other helpful resources: 

1. Watch my video tips on my YouTube channel > 

2. Download my eBook “Eight things you need to know to find a 

reliable, honest and professional contractor in Israel” > 

3. Looking for more help and support to design your home? Find out 

more about the services I offer to New Olim and people from abroad 

who want to build or to renovate in Israel, here > 

With Love,

Debby

Debby Schor Elyasy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzU1W843gZk&index=9&list=PLefoJPZ6I1pKFEzA0g7FqSL6wmAJ4q1ID
http://dsearc.ravpage.co.il/renovation.israel?ref=hanukkah
https://www.dsearc.co.il/renovation-israel
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Task lighting is focused on the space you are using to work. 

Ambient or indirect lighting is used for ambiance and for overall 

lighting of  a space. Each room in your home should have a mood you 

want to set, as well as a function you want your lighting to serve. 

Consider that any light fixture will have two personalities, lit and unlit.

Determine what your lighting goals are
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and make sure the size proportions are correct.

Before going shopping, take all the measurements of  your apartments 

and take pictures. Bring everything to the shop. It will help you in 

choosing the most appropriate lighting options for your home.

Make sure to size the decorative fixture 
to the space 
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For rooms like the kitchen, bedrooms, and living spaces, multiple 

light sources will help you achieve a variety of  functions and activities 

in that space. In the kitchen, for example,  under counter lights can 

provide great task lighting. 

Inside your home use multiple light 

sources for one space
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Enhance your room's ambiance, dramatize wall textures, or accent an 

artwork. Setting the right balance in the living room is important. 

This is a space which is usually flexible—it is often used for 

entertainment but also as a place to relax.

So consider using permanent fixtures such as chandeliers or pendant 

lamps but also take into consideration floor lamps next to a couch or 

favorite reading chair and sconces. 

A large lamp or chandelier can be a nice choice. If  you have artwork 

displayed on the walls, accent lights can help you highlight their 

beauty. 

A big chandelier can be the focal point of  your living room. Make 

sure the chandelier matches the style you’ve chosen for the room.

Use lighting to bring out the best in your 

living spaces.
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Chandeliers come both in extremely simple designs and expensive 

crystal varieties. Whichever is your décor choice, measure out the 

space, and ceiling height before ordering to ensure enough room will 

be available below the hanging chandelier.

Tip: Hang the light 36 to 48 inches (90 /120 cm) above the table.

Use a low-hanging pendant light or 

chandelier above the dining table.
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The kitchen needs more complex lighting because there is no single 

focal point in this room. So you need overhead lights for basic tasks, 

but you also need extra lighting in areas such as over the kitchen 

island, over the sink or the bar. You can have pendant light in all these 

areas. Spotlights are also a good option. Use under cabinet lighting 

to help prevent shadows on the counters, while adding critical 

light to the workspace. LED under cabinet fixtures are also a cost-

efficient lighting source. 

Kitchen Pendants should clear the head of  the tallest family member 

and not obstruct views—figure 36 to 48 inches  (90 /120 cm) from 

the top of  the counter. Start the row of  lights 12 to 15 inches 

(30/37.5 cm) from either end of  the island or table, and space them 

evenly within that span.

Kitchen
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The best choice for the bedroom would be a warm light because it’s 

more restful and relaxing. Usually, task lighting is used on the bedside 

tables, but you can also have sconces there. Also, consider using 

accent lights to highlight a photo or a work of  art. Don’t forget about 

the dimmer switch; it will allow you to create the perfect ambiance in 

the room. When you hunker down in bed to read, you want the 

bottom of  the shade to be a little below your line of  sight, or about 16 

to 18 inches (40/45 cm) from the top of  the mattress. A table lamp 

that’s 26 to 28 inches (65/ 70) tall (base and shade together) usually 

works well.

Bedroom
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Task lighting is the most important type of  lighting in the bathroom. 

What’s important to know here is that sconces above a vanity mirror 

or beside it ensure appropriate light for certain tasks, but you have to 

place them at the right height (near face height) for the most flattering 

illumination. Well-placed accent lighting makes the bathroom more 

welcoming so consider also having a chandelier or a pendant light. In 

bathrooms, the lighting at the mirror should be free from shadows 

and glaring light.

Bathroom
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Think about the lighting for when children sleep when planning 

lighting requirements. Night lights can help small children from being 

scared, but they can also help parents navigate through dark 

rooms. For nurseries consider a dim wall sconce or table lamp that 

can be used for changing diapers or rocking infants to sleep. Avoid 

floor lamps and glass lamps for safety.

In nurseries and kid’s rooms, remember 

night lighting
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